


Interview with American Designer
Kira Krümm:

“Italian Apartment” at 100% Design Shanghai
BY MR. WANG ZHOU 

INTRO: [“Italian Apartment”, the main event of 100% Design
Shanghai, was successfully launched again this year by 3rd
Floor Public Relations and 100% Design organizers. They
invited international award-winning American interior
designer, Ms. Kira Krümm, and well-known designer of
China, Mr. Zhu Xiaojie, to be the creative directors in order
to showcase the Italian high-end home design product
through their unique collaboration. They not only
integrated their Eastern and Western design aesthetic, but
also successfully demonstrated the elegance of classic
Italian life style. I am very lucky to have this opportunity to
interview Ms. Kira Krümm in order to gain more insight and
detail about Italian Apartment. I would like to thank Ms.
Jiang from 3rd Floor Public Relations for arranging this
interview; Ms. Krümm gladly accepted my request for an
interview.

Below are three prescheduled interview questions:

1) How was your cooperation with Mr. Zhu Xiaojie? Was it

successful and enjoyable?

2) Are you interested in Chinese culture and arts and ever

inspired by them?

3 What’s your point of view regarding "East meets West”?

We really had a relaxing and pleasant interview. There is
no stiff conversation or estrangement during the interview.
The interview also surrounded with the above three topics
which were developed and edited as the 7 Q&A below.]
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Kira Krümm is a globally acclaimed American interior
designer with over 20 years of experience in the luxury
international design industry, creating timeless environments
for the world’s most discerning clientele. Renowned for
exceptional talent, integrity and professionalism, her award-
winning design firm, Kira Krümm International Design,
encompasses residential interior design, fine furnishings, and
home décor for luxury lifestyles. Synonymous with global
sophistication, Ms. Krümm’s unique creative perspective
beautifully balances the elegant and ethereal in a timeless,
transitional aesthetic that reflects her international lifestyle
and passion for art & design.

Why did you come to China 10 years ago?
“The core of my creative inspiration comes from my
constant quest for harmony in my life and work. I am drawn
to people, places, and things that represent duality,
balance, and tranquility which are all key characteristics of
my aesthetic.
I have found particular fascination in Eastern philosophy
which has led to my travels throughout China over the past
decade, where I have developed many wonderful
friendships and opportunities. I have had the privilege of
working on various design projects throughout the country.
My current focus is on my product line, The Kira Krümm
Kollection which showcases soft décor such as luxury linens
and bedding for the residential market and interior design
projects in Shanghai, Beijing, Wenzhou and Dalian. ” Kira
Krümm

Briefly explain your concept for the Italian Apartment
“The concept for the 2012 Italian Apartment was inspired by
my creative collaboration with renowned Chinese furniture
designer, Zhu Xiaojie, whom I met on my first visit to China
over a decade ago. We share a unique creative synergy,
though representing two very different cultural and
aesthetic perspectives. East/West ….Yin/ Yang.
For Italian Apartment, I wanted to present a harmonious
international showcase concept where two
complementary dwelling zones converged in a central
area, to signify the movement towards a united global
community inspired by design. “Kira Krümm
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Briefly describe 3 areas the Italian Apartment
The Light Zone (left side area) represents a soft, dreamlike
environment, bright white surfaces, flowing white fabric
panels, flooded with light, tall in scale reminiscent of my
more feminine perspective.,
The Shadow Zone (right side area) is the active living
environment representing the more masculine perspective
of Zhu Xiaojie, with sleek lines, hard surfaces, deep dark
colors and dramatic lighting.
The Harmony Zone (center area) is the entrance and
common ground representing universal harmony. This multi-
media space introduces products & furnishings with vibrant
colors .” Kira Krümm

East/West Yin/Yang are so different - how can they meet?
“I believe as the Native American Indians that there is
strength in diversity. Opposite forces are, by nature, drawn
to one another in pursuit of balance and harmony. This is a
universal law that we generally apply to science or the
“cosmos” but we cannot deny that it is also true among
human interactions and cultural development. ” Kira
Krümm

Elaborate on your collaboration with Zhu Xiaojie
“I met Zhu Xiaojie on my first trip to China, after discovering
his work. I was mesmerized by his design and wanted to
meet the artist behind this unique creative vision. We had
instant synergy, though we did not speak the same
language, and he invited me to his design studio in
Wenzhou where I have since visited numerous times. I
respect him as a great artist of our times and value our
friendship. Zhu Xiaojie refers to our meeting as fate, that I
was the “yin” he was searching for, and has taught me
always to “do what makes you happy”. We certainly share
an unspoken bond - an appreciation and love for design -
that transcends borders and continues to inspire our
ventures together.” Kira Krümm
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What are the Chinese influences on your design?
The core elements of my design aesthetic are based on
timeless, universal elements of balance, duality, and
tranquility which we all strive to achieve in all aspects of our
lives. There is a special energy that I have found only in
China, which fills me with a particular sense of harmony and
has had a profound influence on my creative perspective.
Xiaojie may have summed it up with one very special token
of advice he gave me years ago, “Do what makes you
happy”. For me, that continues to lead me back to China
to explore various artistic avenues.
In very recent years, it has been apparent to the global
community that China is vastly expanding its horizons and
exploring new frontiers, with particular regard to its current
influence on the international market. As a result, China
provides immense opportunities through its thriving luxury
design community but it also helps to promote necessary
exchange of opportunities based on harmony and respect.

What are your plans/activities regarding the Chinese
Market?
My primary focus is on developing my luxury bedding line
though my brand, The Kira Krümm Kollection, which is
currently sold in the US and launching soon in Asia, and
includes luxury home décor, furnishings, accessories, fine art
and luxury soft goods such as pillows and bedding.
I have met various talented, influential people in the design
industry on my travels and have been fortunate to
contribute on prestigious design collaborations throughout
China. I look forward to opening a design studio in
Shanghai in 2013.


